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Aeris

Why we get up
in the morning.

It was about time to reinvent the way we work and
live. So that’s just what we did.
The issue: We sit too much and don’t move enough.
This is detrimental to our health. The lack of activity
robs us of our concentration, energy and creativity,
even after a short amount of time.
The solution: Aeris is driven by the goal of keeping
our bodies in constant movement. Our products and
concepts contribute to an active and healthy lifestyle.
They enable movement in precisely the areas where
it’s least expected, but where it’s needed the most
– when sitting.
We are your secret ingredient for a more active,
healthier and subsequently happier life.

Never just sit.
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Aeris - Never just sit.

Why extra
movement is key.

We all know that it is essential to lead an active and
conscientious lifestyle. Healthy diet and mindfulness
make it easier to navigate all of the big and small
challenges that life throws at us on a daily basis.
Riding a bike, jogging or regularly going to the
gym are all important and the right steps to take.
However, they are merely a drop in the ocean if you
take into consideration the fact that we spend most
of our days in relative immobility, moving from one
form of sitting to another. And who doesn’t crave for
a cup of coffee in the afternoon. Or perhaps a piece
of chocolate. Often both. ¨
We don’t have anything against coffee or chocolate,
in fact we love both. But we are against motionless
sitting, which makes you tired and sick. This is why
we have created products to enable you to remain
active whilst seated – no effort required. Promise.
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Want to know how that feels? Just give it a try.
Ideally whilst you still have the energy to get out of
your old chair.

Movement
throughout the
day with no effort
involved.
Aeris is driven by developing products and concepts to
keep our bodies moving throughout the day.
Sounds like a workout or another strenuous training
method?
Not at all! In fact, the opposite is true. Your body
makes all of the movements, which provide an array of
positive health benefits by itself, without the need for
any additional movement. There’s no need to keep a
treadmill under your desk or have a mini coach shouting
in your ear. You can just get on with your work as usual.
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Our movement technologies don’t just cause an increase
in movement; they also put a stop to a working world
where everyone unnaturally sits at their desk without
moving all day.

What we mean by
true 3D technology.

For us, 3D technology doesn’t have anything to do
with a cinema screen, funny glasses or popcorn.
When we mention 3D technology, we are referring
to movement in all three dimensions: forwards and
backwards, to the left and right and – uniquely with
Aeris – movement in the third dimension, namely
up and down. This third dimension is particularly
important as it enables deeper breathing, stimulates
the metabolism, promotes muscle development and
keeps the intervertebral disks nourished.
We owe our undisputed leading position in the active
chair sector to this 3D technology developed by
Aeris 25 years ago for the Aeris Swopper. Practically
everybody can benefit from its positive effects.
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For example, when you breathe in and out, your kidney
moves up to 10cm. This movement is essential to
ensure good functioning. When you sit still, your body
doesn’t permit the kidney to move as required.
The kidney therefore doesn’t perform adequately,
which naturally has repercussions for your entire body.

Sitting in all three
dimensions.

Dimension 1: Up and down
It’s not just the internal organs that oscillate in a
natural rhythm; movement and relief also enable the
intervertebral discs to stay fit and healthy. Just like a
sponge, the intervertebral discs absorb and squeeze out
fluids during movement. This ensures the intervertebral
discs are optimally supplied with the required nutrients
to help prevent and alleviate back pain.
Dimension 2: To the left and right
Move freely from your hips by leaning to the side.
This enables you to reach far and ensures your back
remains straight. Even when cheekily sneaking a
biscuit from your colleague.
Dimension 3: Forwards and backwards
The forward tilt of the pelvis keeps the back straight.
This enables deep breathing and improves your
circulation. The joint located close to the floor enables
your entire upper body to naturally lean forwards
towards your desk.
In a nutshell: Actively sitting with Aeris 3D technology
has a similar effect on our bodies as a relaxed walk.
It constantly trains muscles effectively of their own
accord, without us actively having to do anything.
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This gives sitters a new lease of life, with less tiredness,
more energy and an improved quality of life.

How we work.

When we say that we want to enable our customers to live
happier and healthier lives, this includes the place where we
live our lives: Our planet.
We might not be 100 % perfect yet, but we’re constantly
working on increasing our sustainability. We use these three
principles to help us with this:
“Handmade in Germany” durability
We are firmly opposed to fast-furniture and throwaway
society. All of our products are handmade in Germany to
ensure the durability of our products. The high quality and long
service life of our products can be confirmed by our customers
who have sat and worked on our Swoppers for over 20 years.
In the case that something doesn’t function as intended, we’re
also more than happy to repair our products and replace
individual parts.
“120 %” climate-neutral Aeris power
When we equipped all of our production facilities with solar
cells at the turn of the millennium, lots of people called us
crazy. Today, we supply solar energy not just to ourselves,
but also to other households. We have also started to convert
our vehicle fleet to electric vehicles.
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Recyclable materials
We almost exclusively use completely recyclable materials
which have been awarded with ecological and health
safety certificates. We constantly scrutinise typical logistics
challenges such as packaging, shipping and recycling
and adjust our systems accordingly. In the name of our
environment and planet.

Aeris
Swopper

Sit down, wake up,
workout.

Many benefits. Simply good.

Give your back pleasure, not pain.
The up and down movement of the chair is similar to the
natural movement when walking or running. This way
your intervertebral discs are kept nourished and fit.
The result, your back can support itself using natural
muscle strength – no backrest needed. And instead
of tension you’ll feel a sense of physical ease.
Workout instead of burnout – without sweating.
If your body can move freely, you can breathe more
deeply. This stimulates circulation and metabolism.
You’ll feel fitter and more alert and burn more calories.
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No more hunched back at your desk.
The chair’s pivotal joint, which is close to the ground,
and the spring ensure that with every movement your
whole body will move. Even if you lean forward
– to read a brochure on the benefits of the Aeris
Swopper for example – your back will stay straight
without any extra effort on your part.

03.

02.

01.
04.

01. 3D technology: Gives you flexible sideways motion, extends
your reach and ensures an optimum sitting posture with
respect to the working surface. This keeps your muscles,
intervertebral discs, tendons and joints fit.
02. V
 ertical movement: Relieves the intervertebral discs and
stimulates the blood circulation and your oxygen flow.
03. C
 onvex seat: The shape of the seat encourages a free and
upright posture and prevents pressure points at seat edges.
04. Sturdy footring: Extremely stable, available with or without
castors.
Setting options:
Seat height (gas spring)
User weight (spring hardness / up-and-down movement)
Flexible sideways movement
Optional: height of backrest

Technical Data:
Product weight:

11 kg without backrest, 17 kg with backrest

Footring:

Die-cast aluminium, powder coated,
diameter: 55 cm without castors, 58 cm with castors

max. user weight:

max. 120 kg

Seat:

Seat support: plastic, upholstery: PU foam,
diameter: 43 cm

Castor types:

Soft floor castors, hard floor castors according to
DIN EN 12529

Swopper Air:

Breathable, pressure-regulating high-tech cushioning
with five functional layers

Swopper Work:

Swopper plus backrest including castors fulfilling
DIN EN 1335

How to choose the right spring:
Light
I weigh under 50 kg

Standard
This spring suits
almost everyone

I weigh under 50 kg

High
I am over 185 cm tall

Low
My desk is lower than
65 cm

I weigh over 50 kg

Awards and Certifications:
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Swopper

Price List
Aeris Swopper
Sweden

Aeris Swopper with glides
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Aeris Swopper with castors
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)

SEK 5.300

SEK 5.600

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)

SEK 5.800

SEK 6.100

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

SEK 5.800

SEK 6.100

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

SEK 6.200

SEK 6.500

Felt
(Luna, Gabriel)

SEK 6.400

SEK 6.700

Mesh fabric
Runner (Gabriel)*

SEK 6.400

SEK 6.700

Artificial leather
(Stamskin, Serge Ferrari)

SEK 6.400

SEK 6.700

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

SEK 6.600

SEK 6.900

Seat cover

* Swopper Air: Seat (multi-layer structure)
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The Aeris Swopper prices are determined by the type of footring (glides or castors)
and the different seat covers.

6. Seat cover

7. Seat cover colour

5. Spring colour
3. Spring strut type

1. Model number

4. Frame colour
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2. Castor type

Components of the Aeris Swopper
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

102

2. Castor type

- HB

3. Spring strut type 4. Frame colour

- STWH

5. Spring colour

- WH

6. Seat cover

7. Seat cover colour

- CP 03
Example

1. Model number

Article code

5. Spring colour*

Article code

Glides

101

white

- WH

Castors

102

light grey metallic

- LM

black

- BK

blue

- BU

green

- GR

red

- RD

2. Castor type
(only for model 102 with castors)

Article code

Hard floor castors
(tiles, parquet, laminate or similar)

- HB

Soft floor castors
(carpet, PVC, felt or similar)

- WB

* Spring colour same as the frame colour or same as the
seat cover colour
Option 1: Spring colour same as the frame colour
(white, light grey metallic, black).
Option 2: Spring colour same as the seat cover colour.
Available only in the 5 basic colours (black, grey, red, blue, green).

Article code

Standard:
Body weight: 50 - 120 kg
Height adjustment range under load: 45 – 59 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 52 – 66 cm

- ST

Low:
Body weight: 50 - 120kg
Height adjustment range under load: 42 – 56 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 50 - 64 cm

- LO

High:*
Body weight: 50 - 120kg
Height adjustment range under load: 49 – 69 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 56 – 76 cm

- HI

Light:
Body weight: 35 - 50kg
Height adjustment range under load: 42 – 56 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 47 – 61 cm

- LI

* Available only for Aeris Swopper with glides.

4. Frame colour

6. Seat cover

Article code

Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)

- UR

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)

- CP

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

- SE

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

Felt
(Luna, Gabriel)

- LU

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

- RN

Artificial leather
(Stamskin, Serge Ferrari)

- ST

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

- LA

Article code

white

WH

light grey metallic

LM

black

BK

7. Seat cover colour
Please first select the seat cover colour for the Aeris Swopper.
The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can be found on the
following pages. Simply put it behind the article code of the seat
cover (without hyphen).
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3. Spring strut type

Aeris Swopper
Fabrics overview for seat cover
Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)

Felt (Luna, Gabriel)
Composition

Supports: 80 % polyester, 20 %
cotton; surface: 100 % polyurethane

90 % New Zealand wool,
10 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

70,000 Martindale

Abrasion resistance

100,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-6

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

5

Breathable

-

Breathable

-

Fire resistant

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Composition

Wool blend (Capture, Gabriel)

Mesh fabric (Runner, Gabriel)
Composition

100 % polyester

Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

70,000 Martindale

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Wool blend (Select, Gabriel)
Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Artificial leather
(Stamskin, Serge Ferrari)
Composition

Supports: polyamide, multi-layer
compound: PVC

Abrasion resistance

120,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

-

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

-

Breathable

-

Fire resistant

yes

Antibacterial

yes
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Microfibre (Comfort, Gabriel)
Composition

Leather (Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

88 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane
incl. anti-static and fire-retardant
fibres on the backside

Composition

100 % leather

Abrasion resistance

150,000 Martindale

Abrasion resistance

-

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

4

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

3-4

Breathable

yes

Breathable

-

Fire resistant

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Aeris Swopper
Fabrics overview for seat cover colour
Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)

- UR

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

13-901

platinum grey
melange

23

04001

slate grey
melange

24

04601

black-blue
melange

25

05201

pigeon blue
melange

26

04902

azure blue
melange

27

05002

petrol blue
melange

28

05001

dark red
melange

29

05402

orange-red
melange

30

04301

pink-red
melange

31

04802

pink-violet
melange

32

04801

pink-beige
melange

33

04803

beige-green
melange

34

05102

green-beige
melange

35

05101

Sample image © Elastron Deutschland GmbH

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel) Basic colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black
melange

01

5501

grey
melange

red
melange

blue
melange

green
melange

02

03

04

05

- CP

4101

5401

4901

5301

- CP
Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel) Additional colours

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

brown grey
melange

21

04201

stone grey
melange

22

04102

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Aeris Swopper
Fabrics overview for seat cover colour
Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel) Basic colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

schwarz

01

60999

grau

rot

blau

grün

02

03

04

05

- SE

grey blue

12

67097

steel blue

13

66193

coral red

14

64216

pale pink

15

65117

aubergine

16

61186

dark olive

17

68209

pastel green

18

68210

turquoise

19

67100

pastel
turquoise

20

67101

60130

64089

66071

67095

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel) Additional colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black grey

06

60051

slate grey

07

60134

blue grey

08

60133

stone grey

09

60129

pastel blue

10

67098

azure blue

11

66192

- SE

Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Aeris Swopper
Fabrics overview for seat cover colour
Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

- RN

Available only for Swopper Air (multi-layer structure)
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

0050

grey

red

blue

green

02

03

04

05

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

60999

grey

02

60011

red

03

64119

blue

04

66123

green

05

68110

1012

1414

66004

8397

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Felt
(Luna, Gabriel)

- LU

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

dark grey
melange

01

4012

light grey
melange

02

Sample images © Gabriel A/S

- ST

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

white

00

10120

4013
Sample image © Serge Ferrari S.A.S

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

- LA

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

35002 999

Sample image © HELLER-LEDER GmbH & Co. KG
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Colour

Artificial leather
(Stamskin, Serge Ferrari)

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Price List
Aeris Swopper
backrest
Sweden

Backrest cover

Aeris Swopper backrest
Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

without cover

SEK 1.200

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)

SEK 1.700

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

SEK 1.700

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

SEK 1.800

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

SEK 1.800
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Backrest for the Aeris Swopper with castors (spring strut types Standard, Low, Light) retrofit.
Prices of the Aeris Swopper backrest (base: plastic backrest panel) are determined by the
different backrest covers.

4. Backrest cover colour

3. Backrest cover

2. Backrest pole colour
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1. Model number

Components of the article number of the
Aeris Swopper backrest easily explained.
1. Model number

220

2. Backrest pole colour incl. backrest panel in black

- WH

3. Backrest cover

4. Backrest cover colour

- CM 03
Example

1. Model number
Swopper Lehne

Article code
220

4. Backrest cover colour
Please first choose the backrest cover colour for the Aeris Swopper
backrest. The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can be found
on the following pages. Simply put it behind the article code of the
backrest cover (without hyphen).

2. Backrest pole colour
(can only be combined with the same frame
colour of the Aeris Swopper with castors)
Article code
white

- WH

light grey metallic

- LM

black

- BK

3. Backrest cover

Article code

Wool blend*
(Capture, Gabriel)

- CP

Wool blend*
(Select, Gabriel)

- SE

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

- RN

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM
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* Available only in the basic colours.

Aeris Swopper backrest
Fabrics overview for the backrest cover
Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)
Composition

85% New Zealand wool,
15% polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes
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Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)
Composition

100 % polyester

Abrasion resistance

100,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-8

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Composition

88 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane
incl. anti-static and fire-retardant
fibres on the backside

Abrasion resistance

150,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Aeris Swopper backrest – Fabrics overview
for the backrest cover colour
Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel) Basic colours

- CP

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

- RN

Available only for Swopper Air (multi-layer structure)
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black
melange

01

5501

grey
melange

02

red
melange

03

blue
melange

04

green
melange

05

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

60999

grey

02

60011

red

03

64119

blue

04

66123

green

05

68110

4101

5401

4901

5301

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel) Basic colours

black

grey

red

blue

green

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

01

60999

02

03

04

05

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

0050

grey

02

1012

red

03

1414

blue

04

66004

green

05

8397

60130

64089

66071

67095

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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Colour

- SE

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

mit Lehne / with Backrest (incl. Work)

Aeris
Swopper

Price List
Aeris Swopper
with backrest
Sweden

The prices for the Aeris Swopper with backrest are determined
by the different seat and backrest covers.

Aeris Swopper with backrest
Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)*

SEK 6.800

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)

SEK 7.300

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

SEK 7.300

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

SEK 7.700

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)**

SEK 7.900

* Artificial leather seat cover deliverable with the black Select backrest cover
** Swopper Air: Seat (multi-layer structure)
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Seat and backrest cover

6. Seat and
backrest cover

7. Seat and backrest
cover colour

5. Spring colour
3. Spring strut type
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1. Model number

4. Frame colour

2. Castor type

Components of the article number of the
Aeris Swopper with backrest easily explained.
1. Model
number

103

2. Castor
type

- HB

3. Spring
strut type

4. Frame
colour

- LOWH

5. Spring
colour

- WH

6. Seat and
backrest cover

7. Seat and backrest
cover colour

- CP 03
Example

Swopper with backrest

2. Castor type

Article code
103

Article code

Hard floor castors
(tiles, parquet, laminate or similar)

- HB

Soft floor castors
(carpet, PVC, felt or similar)

- WB

3. Spring strut type

Article code

Standard:
Body weight: 50 - 120 kg
Height adjustment range under load: 45 – 59 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 52 – 66 cm

- ST

Low*:
Body weight: 50 - 120 kg
Height adjustment range under load: 42 - 56 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 50 - 64 cm

- LO

Light:
Body weight: 35 - 50 kg
Height adjustment range under load: 42 – 56 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 47 – 61 cm

- LI

Article code

white

- WH

light grey metallic

- LM

black

- BK

* Spring colour can be combined only with the same frame colour
(white, light grey metallic, black).

6. Seat and backrest cover

Article code

Artificial leather*
(Uruguay, Elastron)

- UR

Wool blend**
(Capture, Gabriel)

- CP

Wool blend**
(Select, Gabriel)

- SE

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

- RN

* Artificial leather seat cover deliverable with the black Select backrest cover.
** Available only in the basic colours.

7. Seat and backrest cover colour

* Swopper Work according to DIN EN 1335

4. Frame colour

5. Spring colour*

Article code

white

WH

light grey metallic

LM

black

BK

Please first choose the seat and backrest cover colour for the
Aeris Swopper. The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can
be found on the following pages. Simply put it behind the article
code of the seat and backrest cover (without hyphen).
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1. Model number

Aeris Swopper with backrest
Fabrics overview for seat and backrest cover
Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)
Composition

100 % polyurethane

Abrasion resistance

50,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

Composition

88 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane
incl. anti-static and fire-retardant
fibres on the backside

5

Abrasion resistance

150,000 Martindale

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

5

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Breathable

-

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Fire resistant

yes

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)
Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)
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Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-8

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)
Composition

100 % polyester

Abrasion resistance

100,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Aeris Swopper with backrest – Fabrics
overview for seat and backrest cover colour
Artificial leather
(Uruguay, Elastron)

- UR

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel) Basic colours

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

13-901

black

01

60999

grey

02

60130

red

03

64089

blue

04

66071

green

05

67095

Sample image © Elastron Deutschland GmbH

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel) Basic colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black
melange

01

5501

grey
melange

02

- SE

- CP

4101
Musterbilder © Gabriel A/S

red
melange

blue
melange

green
melange

03

04

05

5401

4901

5301

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

0050

grey

02

1012

red

03

1414

blue

04

66004

green

05

8397

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Aeris Swopper with backrest – Fabrics
overview for seat and backrest cover colour
Mesh fabric
(Runner, Gabriel)

- RN

Available only for Swopper Air (multi-layer structure)

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

60999

grey

02

60011

red

03

64119

blue

04

66123

green

05

68110
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Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Notes
Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
3Dee

Because your mind
works better when
your body moves.
Many benefits. Simply good.

The best way to improve concentration is to keep your
body moving.
By moving up and down, the body remains active and
blood flow to all your organs – including the brain – is
increased. This promotes concentration and strengthens
your back
Brings life to sitting.
The Aeris 3Dee allows unrestricted movement,
encourages deeper breathing and boosts circulation
and metabolism. Thanks to the chair’s pivotal joint being
so close to the floor, your upper body can move in all
directions, and the back remains naturally straight,
even when you’re leaning forward.
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Freedom of movement.
Specially designed not to impede movement, the halfheight backrest with lumbar curvature, slat technology
and back-shaped cushion provides crucial support –
without restricting movement. So even when you’re
sitting down, you can still move freely and easily.

04.

03.

02.

01.

01. 3
 D technology: Gives you flexible sideways motion,
extends your reach and ensures an optimum sitting posture
with respect to the working surface. This keeps your
muscles, intervertebral discs, tendons and joints fit.
02. V
 ertical movement: Relieves the intervertebral discs and
stimulates the blood circulation and your oxygen flow.
03. P
 atented backrest technology: The half-height backrest
with lamellar technology and physiologically shaped
backrest provides support without restricting motion.
04. Multi-zone

integral foam: The intelligent seat is slightly
convex, encourages a free and upright posture and prevents
pressure points at the front edge.
Setting options:
Seat height (gas spring)
User weight (spring hardness / up-and-down movement)
Flexible sideways movement
Backrest tension
Lumbar support (backrest)

Technical Data:
Product Weight:

20 kg

Star base:

Die-cast aluminium, powder coated, diameter: 75 cm

max. user weight:

120 kg

Castors:

Castors with brakes in compliance with DIN EN 12529
for all types of floors

Spring types:

Standard: body weight: < 50 – 120 kg,
seat height with load 42 cm – 56 cm
according to DIN EN 1335,
High: body weight: 50 – 120 kg,
seat height 45 cm – 59 cm with load

Seat:

Seat support: die-cast aluminium, powder coated with
PU foam upholstery

Information:

The Standard spring is recommended for persons
weighing less than 50 kg.

Awards and Certifications:
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3Dee

Price List
Aeris 3Dee
Sweden

Aeris 3Dee (black frame)
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Aeris 3Dee (high gloss polished frame)
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Polyester Trevira CS
(Step, Gabriel)

SEK 9.200

SEK 10.200

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)

SEK 9.500

SEK 10.500

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

SEK 9.500

SEK 10.500

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

SEK 9.650

SEK 10.650

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

SEK 11.600

SEK 12.600

Seat and backrest cover
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The Aeris 3Dee prices are determined by the frame colour and
the different seat and backrest covers.

5. Seat and backrest cover colour

4. Seat and
backrest cover

1. Model number
3. Spring colour
2. Spring strut type
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3. Frame colour

Components of the Aeris 3Dee
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

930

2. Spring strut type

3. Frame and
spring colour

-STBK-BK

4. Seat and backrest cover

5. Seat and backrest
cover colour

- CP 03
Example

3Dee

2. Spring strut type

Article code
930

Article code

High:
Body weight: 50 - 120 kg
Height adjustment range under load: 45 – 59 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 52 – 66 cm

- HI

Standard*:
Body weight: 50 - 120 kg
Height adjustment range under load: 42 – 45 cm
Height adjustment range without load: 50 - 64 cm

- ST

Article code

Polyester Trevira CS
(Step, Gabriel)

- SP

Wool blend*
(Capture, Gabriel)

- CP

Wool blend*
(Select, Gabriel)

- SE

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

- LA

* Available only in the basic colours.

* According to DIN EN 1335

3. Frame and spring colour

4. Seat and backrest cover

5. Seat and backrest cover colour
Article code

Frame colour: black
Spring colour: black

BK - BK

Frame colour: high gloss polished
Spring colour: chrome polished

PL - CG

Please first select the seat and backrest cover colour for the Aeris
3Dee. The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can be found on
the following pages. Simply put it behind the article code of the seat
and backrest cover (without hyphen).
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1. Model number

Aeris 3Dee – Fabrics overview
for seat and backrest cover
Polyester Trevira CS
(Step, Gabriel)
Composition

100 % Trevira CS

Abrasion resistance

100,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8):

Composition

88 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane
incl. anti-static and fire-retardant
fibres on the backside

5-7

Abrasion resistance

150,000 Martindale

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5):

4-5

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8):

5-7

Breathable:

-

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5):

4-5

Fire resistant:

yes

Breathable:

yes

Fire resistant:

yes

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)
Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1-8):

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1-5):

4-5

Breathable:

yes

Fire resistant:

yes

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)
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Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1-8):

5-8

Rub fastness (scale of 1-5):

4-5

Breathable:

yes

Fire resistant:

yes

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)
Composition

100 % leather

Abrasion resistance

-

Lightfastness (scale of 1-8):

4

Rub fastness (scale of 1-5):

3-4

Breathable:

-

Fire resistant:

yes

Aeris 3Dee – Fabrics overview
for seat and backrest cover colour
Polyester Trevira CS
(Step, Gabriel)

- SP

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

60999

02

03

64089

blue

04

66071

green

05

67095

60021
Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel) Basic colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black
melange

01

5501

grey
melange

02

red
melange

03

blue
melange

04

green
melange

05

- CP
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

0050

grey

02

1012

red

03

1414

blue

04

66004

green

05

8397

4101

5401

4901

5301
Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Leather
(Atlantic, Heller-Leder)

Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel) Basic colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

60999

02

60130

- LA

- SE
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

schwarz

01

35002 999

Sample image © HELLER-LEDER GmbH & Co. KG

grey

- CM
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grey
melange

red

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
Muvman

Sit down. Stand up.
Do both at once.

Many benefits. Simply good.

The Aeris Muvman ensures you’re awake to the tips
of your toes.
The adjustable seat with Flexzone® technology
promotes good blood circulation right down to your
toes. The fixed base is fitted with non-slip rubber,
providing a secure grip during movement (and it
protects the floor too).
Good health relies on good posture.
The Aeris Muvman’s flexible central column promotes
constant micro movements to help keep the
intervertebral discs supple. The chair’s pivotal joint
being so close to the floor ensures you remain in an
upright position relative to the work surface. Supported
this way, you can lean comfortably and safely in all
directions.
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Everybody welcome.
No other standing chair allows such a wide variety of
height settings. Whatever your body size and whatever
the height of the surface you are working at, sitting
and standing positions can be adjusted to suit you
individually. And thanks to its lightweight design,
the chair can be easily moved around the office.

05.
03.

02.

01.

04.

01. Muvzone - the multidimensional movement element in
the baseplate: Provides maximum sideways movement,
extends your reach and ensures an optimum sitting posture
with respect to the working surface.
02. T
 ilted centre column: Relieves the intervertebral discs
and encourages an upright posture with respect to the
working surface.
03. C
 onvex seat with flexible front edge: The shape of the
seat encourages an upright posture and the flexzone
prevents pressure points at seat edges.
04. S
 turdy baseplate: Extremely stable with no danger of
toppling.
05. C
 arrying handle: Practical handle for carrying the
Muvman to wherever it is needed.
Setting options:
Seat height (gas spring)

Technical Data:
Product weight:

6.3 kg
Version High: 6.5 kg

Baseplate:

Glass fibre reinforced plastic, diameter: 38 cm

Seat height:

51 – 84 cm
Version High: 60 – 93 cm

max. user weight:

120 kg

Seat:

Seat support: plastic, upholstery: PU foam,
seat surface: 34 x 32 cm

Awards and Certifications:
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Muvman

Price List
Aeris Muvman
Sweden

Aeris Muvman Standard
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Aeris Muvman High
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Artificial leather
(Poro, ATN)

SEK 4.000

SEK 4.300

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)

SEK 4.200

SEK 4.500

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

SEK 4.200

SEK 4.500

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

SEK 4.400

SEK 4.700

Seat cover
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The Aeris Muvman prices are determined by the column height (Standard or High)
and the different seat covers.

3. Seat support colour
4. Seat cover

5. Seat cover colour

1. Model number
2. Column height

3. Column colour
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3. Foot plate colour

Components of the Aeris Muvman
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

311

2. Column height

3. Column, seat support
and foot plate colour

- ST BK

4. Seat cover

5. Seat cover colour

- CP 03
Example

1. Model number
Muvman

2. Column height

Article code
311

Article code

Standard:
Body weight: up to 120 kg
Height adjustment range: 51 – 84 cm

- ST

High:
Body weight: up to 120 kg
Height adjustment range: 60 – 93 cm

- HI

4. Seat cover

Article code

Artificial leather
(Poro, ATN)

- AT

Wool blend*
(Capture, Gabriel)

- CP

Wool blend*
(Select, Gabriel)

- SE

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

* Available only in the basic colours.

5. Seat cover colour

Article code

grey

GR

black

BK

Please first select one of the available seat cover colours for the Aeris
Muvman. The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can be found
on the following pages. Please simply put it behind the article code of
the seat cover (without hyphen).
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3. Column, seat support
and foot plate colour

Aeris Muvman
Fabrics overview for seat covers
Artificial leather
(Poro, ATN)

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel)

Composition

86 % polyvinylchloride,
9 % polyester, 5 % cotton

Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

120,000 Martindale

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

6

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-8

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

-

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

-

Breathable:

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Fire resistant:

yes
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Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel)
Composition

85 % New Zealand wool,
15 % polyamide

Abrasion resistance

200,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)
Composition

88 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane
incl. anti-static and fire-retardant
fibres on the backside

Abrasion resistance

150,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Aeris Muvman
Fabrics overview for seat cover colours
Artificial leather
(Poro, ATN)

- AT

Wool blend
(Select, Gabriel) Basic colours

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

2127

black

01

60999

grey

02

60130

red

03

64089

blue

04

66071

green

05

67095

Sample image © ATN GmbH Kreative Produktionen

Wool blend
(Capture, Gabriel) Basic colours
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black
melange

01

5501

grey
melange

02

- SE

- CP

4101
Sample images © Gabriel A/S

03

blue
melange

04

green
melange

05

Sample images © Gabriel A/S

5401

Microfibre
(Comfort, Gabriel)

- CM

4901

5301

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

0050

grey

02

1012

red

03

1414

blue

04

66004

green

05

8397

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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red
melange

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
Muvman
Industry

Sit down. Stand up.
Do both at once.

Many benefits. Simply good.

Robust, washable and ergonomic.
Active sit-to-stand chair specially designed for use in
production and assembly environments, laboratories etc.
Not only is the chair extremely robust, it can also
be used in cleanrooms and is conductive (ESD version).
Good health relies on good posture.
The Aeris Muvman’s flexible central column promotes
constant micro movements to help keep the
intervertebral discs supple. The chair’s pivotal joint being
so close to the floor ensures you remain in an upright
position relative to the work surface. Supported this way,
you can lean comfortably and safely in all directions.
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Everybody welcome.
No other standing chair allows such a wide variety of
height settings. Whatever your body size and whatever
the height of the surface you are working at, sitting
and standing positions can be adjusted to suit you
individually. And thanks to its lightweight design,
the chair can be easily moved around the office.

03.

02.

01.

04.

01. Muvzone - the multidimensional movement element in
the baseplate: Provides maximum sideways movement,
extends your reach and ensures an optimum sitting posture
with respect to the working surface.
02. T
 ilted centre column with inverted rotation function:
Relieves the intervertebral discs and encourages an upright
posture with respect to the working surface.
03. F
 lexible and robust seat: The shape of the seat encourages
an upright posture and the flexzone prevents pressure points
at seat edges.
04. S
 table three-axis base: The stand ensures extreme tilt
resistance and stability.
Setting options:
Seat height (gas spring)

Technical Data:
Product weight:

5.7 kg
Version High: 5.9 kg

Base:

Depth: 35.5 cm, width: 45.5 cm, die-cast aluminium,
powder coated, with universal glides
(ESD model: conductive glides)

max.user weight:

120 kg

Seat height:

51 – 84 cm
Version High: 60 – 93 cm

Seat:

Seat support: integrated black foam,
Depth: 30 cm, width: 33 cm

Awards and Certifications:
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Muvman
Industry

Price List
Aeris Muvman
Industry
Sweden

Model

Aeris Muvman Industry Standard
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Aeris Muvman Industry High
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

Without ESD option

SEK 3.500

SEK 3.800

With ESD option

SEK 4.000

SEK 4.300
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The Aeris Muvman Industry prices are determined by the different column heights
(Standard or High) and the equipment option ESD (electrostatic discharge).

5. Seat colour

4. Seat upholstery

2. Column height

3. Column colour
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1. Model number

Components of the Aeris Muvman
Industry article number easily explained.
1. Model number

321

2. Column height

3. Column colour

- STBK

4. Seat upholstery

5. Seat colour

- IN 01
Example

Article code

Muvman Industry

321

Muvman Industry ESD

322

3. Column colour
black

4. Seat upholstery
2. Column height

Article code

Standard:
Body weight: up to 120 kg
Height adjustment range: 51 – 84 cm

- ST

High:
Body weight: up to 120 kg
Height adjustment range: 60 – 93 cm

- HI

Integral foam

5. Seat colour
black

Article code
BK

Article code
- IN

Article code
01
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1. Model number

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
Numo

Don’t sit still.
Sit in style.

Many benefits. Simply good.

Freedom of movement, freedom of thought.
The Aeris Numo expands on the idea of the classic
cantilever chair, offering freedom of movement even
at the front. As your position chan
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Kinematics for good vibrations.
Thanks to the patented mechanisms, the seat shell of
the Aeris Numo adapts to your seating position back
and forth. The kinematic mechanism with crossed lever
arms is visually reminiscent of the spine’s disc structure.

Aeris Numo with star base

02.

01.

Numo with skid base

Aeris Numo with wooden legs

01. T
 hanks to the patented kinematics Aeris Numo follows your
movements back and forth.
02. Glass fibre reinforced plastic seat shell
Design: Andreas Ostwald

Technical Data:
Height:

80 cm

Seat Height:

46.5 cm

Shell:

Glass fibre reinforced plastic seat shell made of
high-quality polypropylene/polyamide

Frames:

Each with glides for hard and soft floors

max. user weight:

120 kg

Skid base:

Chrome plated or powder coated steel,
weight: 8.2 kg, measurements: 53 x 50 cm

Wooden legs:

Natural oak, massive, FSC certified,
weight: 6.5 kg, measurements: 52 x 50 cm

Star base with glides:

Die-cast aluminium polished or powder coated,
weight: 7.5 kg, measurements: 56 x 56 cm

Star base with castors:

Die-cast aluminium polished or powder coated,
weight: 8.5 kg, measurements: 57 x 55 cm
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Awards and Certifications:

Price List
Aeris Numo
Sweden
The Aeris Numo prices are determined by the type of frame (skids, wooden legs, 4-star base)
and the different colours of frame and kinematics.

Aeris Numo skid base
Frame colour

Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

white, black, blue, red, yellow

SEK 2.300

chrome polished

SEK 2.300

Aeris Numo wooden legs
Kinematics colour

Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

white, black

SEK 2.900

high gloss polished

SEK 3.100

Frame and kinematics colour

4-star base with glides
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

4-star base with castors
Recommended retail price in SEK
excl. VAT

white, black

SEK 3.600

SEK 3.900

high gloss polished

SEK 3.900

SEK 4.200

Accessories: Aeris Numo seat cushion
Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

Recycled polyester
(Felicity, Gabriel)

SEK 400
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Aeris Numo 4-star base

4. Seat shell colour

3. Kinematics colour

1. Model number

2. Frame colour
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Aeris Numo
4-star base

Aeris Numo
skid base

Aeris Numo
wooden legs

Components of the Aeris Numo
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

463UG

2. Frame colour

- WH

3. Kinematics colour

- WH

4. Seat shell colour

- WH
Example

1. Model number

Article code

3. Kinematics colour
(only on the model with wooden legs
and 4-star base)

Skid base

461

Wooden legs

462

white

- WH

4-star base with glides

463UG

black

- BK

4-star base with castors

463WR

high gloss polished

- PL

Article code

Note: white and black kinematics can only be combined with the
same frame / seat shell colour (white or black).

2. Frame colour

Article code

white*

- WH

black*

- BK

blue**

- BU

red**

- RD

yellow**

- YE

chrome polished**

- CR

natural oak (only for the model with wooden legs)

- OA

high gloss polished (only for the model with
4-star base)

- PL

4. Seat shell colour

Article code

white

- WH

black

- BK

blue

- BU

red

- RD

yellow

- YE

Note: For the Aeris Numo skid base: the coloured frame (white,
black, blue, red, yellow) can only be combined with the same seat
shell colour.
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* Not available for the model with wooden legs.
** Available only for the model with skid base.

Components of the article number of
the Aeris Numo seat cushion easily explained.
1. Model number

468

1. Model number

468

2. Seat cushion cover
Recycled polyester (Felicity, Gabriel)

3. Seat cushion colour

- FE 02

Article code

Seat cushion

3. Seat cushion colour
Please first choose the seat cushion cover colour for the Aeris Numo
seat cushion. The relevant article code (Aeris colour number) can be
found below. Simply put it behind the article code of the seat cushion
cover (without hyphen).

Article code
- FE

Aeris Numo
Fabrics overview
for seat cushion
Recycled polyester
(Felicity, Gabriel)
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2. Seat cushion cover

Composition

100% recycled polyester

Abrasion resistance

90,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Aeris Numo – Fabrics
overview for the seat
cushion colour
Recycled polyester
(Felicity, Gabriel)

- FE

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

black

01

60999

grey

02

60105

red

03

63087

blue

04

66161

yellow

05

62080

Sample images © Gabriel A/S

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
Oyo

A chair and its user
rarely suit each
other this well.
Many benefits. Simply good.

Happiness included.
When the body is active, the mind can find its
equilibrium. In a meeting, if you can keep your body
moving, your thoughts will be more focused and it’s
more fun.
Sit how you like, where you like.
The Aeris Oyo keeps you moving. You can sit in it any
way you want – with the backrest behind you, to the
side or even in front. With the Aeris Oyo, there’s always
more than one way to sit.
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Easy on the body, easy on the eye.
Your body and the Aeris Oyo – two design elements,
as if cut from the same cloth, co-existing in exquisite
harmony. Yin and yang. Hip and hop. You and your Oyo.

01.

03.

02.

04.

01. Rocking chair with three sitting positions: Forward,
sideways and backwards.
02. Skid base made of cantilever steel.
03. PU foam upholstery
04. Universal skids for all types of floors
Design: Martin Ballendat

Technical Data:
Product weight:

9.8 kg

Seat height:

48.5 cm

max. user weight:

120 kg

Frame:

Chrome plated steel or powder coated

Shell:

Plastic with glass fibre
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Awards and Certifications:

Price List
Aeris Oyo
Sweden

The Aeris Oyo prices are determined by the different seat covers.

Aeris Oyo
Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

Polyester
(Nexus, Camira)

SEK 3.800

Felt
(Luna, Gabriel)

SEK 4.200
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Seat cover

5. Seat cover colour

3. Seat shell colour
4. Seat cover

1. Model number
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2. Frame colour

Components of the Aeris Oyo
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

080

2. Frame colour

- WH

3. Seat shell colour

- WH

4. Seat cover

5. Seat cover colour

- NX 03
Example

Oyo

2. Frame colour

Article code
080

- WH

chrome polished

- CG

white

Article code

Polyester
(Nexus, Camira)

- NX

Felt
(Luna, Gabriel)

- LU

Article code

white

3. Seat shell colour

4. Seat cover

5. Seat cover colour
Please first select the seat cover colour for the Aeris Oyo.
The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can be found on the
following pages. Simply put it behind the article code of the seat
cover (without hyphen).

Article code
- WH
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1. Model number

Aeris Oyo
Fabrics overview
for seat cover
Polyester
(Nexus, Camira)

Aeris Oyo
Fabrics overview
for seat cover colour
Polyester
(Nexus, Camira)

Composition

100 % polyester

Abrasion resistance

100,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Felt
(Luna, Gabriel)
Composition

90% New Zealand wool,
10% polyamide

Abrasion resistance

70,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-6

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

-

Fire resistant

yes

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

beige grey

00

UNY02

black grey

02

UNY11

red

03

UNY16

blue

04

UNY03

green

05

UNY05

Sample images © Camira Fabrics GmbH

Filz
(Luna, Gabriel)

- LU

Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

dark grey
melange

01

4012

light grey
melange

02

4013

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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- NX

Notes
Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
Swoppster

The anti couch
potato for kids.

Many benefits. Simply good.

Now even sitting is fun.
Children’s curiosity knows no bounds. So isn’t it better
if the chair moves when the child moves? On the Aeris
Swoppster, the child can spontaneously follow any
impulse as and when it arises, without restriction of
freedom of movement. Wee ones can straighten up with
a free diaphragm ready to burst out laughing any minute.
Children can do whatever they want – even walk
while sitting.
With its flexible design, the Aeris Swoppster promotes
spinal mobility. The up and down movement of the
chair is similar to the natural movement when walking
or running. This strengthens the back and muscles.
Swopping makes you smarter.
Movement promotes neuronal networking in the brain
and thus mental development. Sitting on the Aeris
Swoppster, the brain is optimally supplied with blood
and oxygen, so kids can concentrate much better on
learning. What was that again? 2 x 3 equals 4 …?
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Grows without putting down roots.
The Aeris Swoppster is height-adjustable and can grow
with the child.

03.

05.

02.

01.

04.

01. 3D technology: Gives you flexible sideways movement,
extends your reach and ensures an optimum sitting posture
with respect to the desk.
02. V
 ertical movement: Relieves the intervertebral discs and
stimulates the blood circulation.
03. C
 onvex seat: The shape of the seat encourages a free and
upright posture and prevents pressure points at seat edges.
04. S
 turdy footring: Extremely stable with no danger of toppling.
Castors and glides are included.
05. Removable cover
Setting options:
Seat height (gas spring)
User weight (spring hardness / up-and-down movement)
Flexible sideways movement

Technische Details:
Product weight:

5.7 kg

Footring:

Glass fibre reinforced plastic,
diamteter: 52 cm with glides, 48 cm with castors

Seat height:

32 – 47.5 cm

Seat:

Seat support: plastic, upholstery: PU foam

Spring colour:

Light grey metallic

max. user weight:

50 kg

Awards and Certifications:
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Swoppster

Price List
Aeris Swoppster
Sweden

Seat cover

Polyester
(Harlequin, Gabriel)

Aeris Swoppster
Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

SEK 2.800

Accessories

Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

Slip cover
(grey, pink, blue, green)

SEK 400
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Slip covers are also available separately as accessories.

5. Seat cover colour
4. Seat cover

1. Model number
3. Spring colour
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2. Frame colour

Components of the Aeris Swoppster
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

120

2. Frame colour

- BK

3. Spring colour

- LM

4. Seat cover

5. Seat cover colour

- HQ 02
Example

1. Model number
Swoppster

2. Frame colour
black

3. Spring colour
light grey metallic

Article code
120

Article code

4. Seat cover
Polyester
(Harlequin, Gabriel)

Article code
- HQ

5. Seat cover colour

- BK
Please first select the seat cover colour for the Aeris Swoppster.
The relevant article code (Aeris colour code) can be found on the
following pages. Simply put it behind the article code of the seat
cover (without hyphen).
Article code
- LM

Article number
Aeris Swoppster accessories
Article number

Grey slip cover

125 - HQ02

Pink slip cover

125 - HQ03

Blue slip cover

125 - HQ04

Green slip cover

125 - HQ05
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Accessories

Aeris Swoppster
Fabrics overview
for seat cover
Polyester
(Harlequin, Gabriel)
Composition

100 % polyester

Abrasion resistance

100,000 Martindale

Lightfastness (scale of 1 - 8)

5-7

Rub fastness (scale of 1 - 5)

4-5

Breathable

yes

Fire resistant

yes

Aeris Swoppster
Fabrics overview
for seat cover colour
Polyester
(Harlequin, Gabriel)
Colour

Aeris
colour code

Manufacturer
colour code

grey

02

61188

pink

03

65117

blue

04

66141

green

05

68111

Sample images © Gabriel A/S
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- HQ

Notes
Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

Aeris
Muvmat

A walk in the
woods – on half
a square metre.
Many benefits. Simply good.

Increased focus and concentration.
From the very first use, the standing mat has been
proven to improve the short and long-term ability to
concentrate and learn. And this effect increases the
longer the mat is used.
Sensors activate muscles and circulation.
The standing mat stimulates the reflex zones,
the musculature and the circulation. It’s just like
walking in a forest.
Foot massage included.
The Aeris Muvmat relieves the legs and the whole body.
People at standing workstations are able to stand for
longer periods of time without tiring or discomfort.
The Muvmat makes work feel like a walk in the woods.

Relaxed and improved posture.
On the Aeris Muvmat, your posture is demonstrably
improved. This leads to a relaxation of the neck and
shoulder muscles.
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Creativity on two legs.
Unlike standing on smooth ground, standing on the
Aeris Muvmat boosts creativity. This is where good
ideas come from.

03.

02.

01.

01. C
 omfort zone: relief through elastic and highly resilient
integrated black foam.
02. A
 ctive zone: Topographical 3D structure, activates body
and mind.
03. Safe to stand on thanks to beveled edging.

Technical Data:
Size:

91.5 cm x 48 cm x 3.5 cm

Product weight:

2.7 kg

Mat material:

EPP (inner structure) and flexible PU integral
foam (standing area)

Cover material:

100 % Polyester

Awards and Certifications:
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Muvmat

Price List
Aeris Muvmat
Sweden

The Aeris Muvmat prices are determined by the different options of covers
(with or without cover).

Cover

Aeris Muvmat
Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

without cover

SEK 1.500

with topography cover

SEK 1.700

with forest floor cover

SEK 1.700

Accessories

Recommended retail price in SEK excl. VAT

Topography cover

SEK 300

Forest floor cover

SEK 300
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Covers are also available separately as accessories.
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1. Model number
2. Cover

Components of the Aeris Muvmat
article number easily explained.
1. Model number

561-GY

2. Cover

- 565WB
Example

1. Model number

Article code

Without cover

560-GY

With cover

561-GY

2. Cover
(Only for model 561-GY with cover)

Article code

Topography

- 565TP

Forest floor

- 565WB

Article number
Aeris Muvmat accessories:
Article number

Topography cover

565TP

Forest floor cover

565WB
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Accessories

Notes
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Subject to technical change and model modifications. Colours may vary
slightly from batch to batch. Freight costs on request. The valid general
terms and conditions of Aeris GmbH apply. The Price List 04/2020 renders
all previous price lists invalid. No liability is taken for errors, printing errors
and changes in prices or product specifications. Please note, that not all
products are available in all countries. If you have any questions, please
contact the Aeris team.

www.aeris.de

